Reading Comprehension Gonzalo

1. According to the selection, where is the family from?
2. The word “bodega” means “Grocery Store in what language? 2 languages
3. According to the reading. What Kind of work Tio Juan used to do?
4. According to the passage, what helped Gonzalo to learn Basic English?
5. According to the reading, What is the First Clue that finding the garden is important to Tio Juan? That Tio Juan smiles...
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1. Read the sentence: “He seemed to recognize them, like old friends”. Choose the best answer for this sentence.
   Tio Juan is very familiar with growing seeds.
   Tio Juan did not know anything about seeds.
   Tio Juan knows about buying the seeds.
2. What is the best theme for this selection?
   Different kinds of knowledge are somehow valuable in different situations.
   Different kinds of knowledge are not valuable in different situations.
   Different kinds of knowledge are valuable in different situations.
3. Which of the following is a clue that Gonzalo’s attitude toward Tio Juan changes in the last paragraph?
   Gonzalo realizes that he doesn’t know anything about gardening but Tio Jun knew a lot.
   Gonzalo realizes that he knew everything like his Tio juan.
   Gonzalo realizes that he knew nothing about gardening and neither Tio Juan.
4. What kind of conflict the reading presents? ____ vs ____
5. How the selection is written, In what point of view is written?
1. What 5 senses is the following sentence related to?

“I learned English Language by watching T.V”.

2. What 5 senses are related to the following sentence?

“He felt it, then he smelled it, then actually tasted it”.

3. Which sentence is considered a problem?

Tio Juan can work and he is capable to do anything.

Tio Juan just wants to go back to Guatemala.

Tio Juan could not work, was like a baby, since he was mentally ill, not capable.

4. Which sentence is considered a solution?

Finally, Gonzalo left him.

Finally, Gonzalo just gave up on him.

Finally, Gonzalo noticed what Tio Juan really like.

5. What Type of point of view the reading is written?